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:INTRODUCTION

On'November 4, 15e, Massachusetts voters passed Proposition 21/2

1.,

by a 59 to 41 percent majority. Proposition.21/2 severely restricts the

ability 5.f Massachusetts cities and towns to raise money for local public

services. This initiative'law requires communities to reduce property

*taxes by at least 15 percent per year until they reach the maximum allow-

Able rate of 21/2 percent of full cash value. Communities with effec'tive

tax rates currently...below 21/2 percent are allowed to raise taxes, bait by

no more th percent per year. In addition, Proposition reduces

the auto excise tax rate from S66 to S25 per 51,000 of valuation. ,To-

,ether, tnese provisions mean that tax revenues available to Massachusetts

cities and towns in fiScal year 1982 will be approximately S557 million

less tran in 1981, and that,all Cities and most large towns will exper-

ience revenue reductions of at least 15 percent during the first year.
1

Proposition 21/2 also removes fiscal autonomy of school committees,

ends binding arbitration for police and fire personnel, prohibits the

state from mandating programs without providingcfunds, and allows renters

to deduct one -half of their rent payments from their state taxable income.

Proposition 21/2's.success at the polls raises many questions. ',,;hat

were the voters trying to say? Did they want fewer public services'

Or did they think spending could be cut without service reductions' Did

they want to shift away from an overburdened property tax to other rev-

enue sources? Or did they want lower taxes? Was the vote a protest

The rev nue loss estimates ale based on figures released on March 6, 1981

by the assachusetts Department,of Revenue as reported by the Boston Globe

(Marc 7, 1981). Of the $557 million revenue loss, $225 million represents
the 1 ss in excise tax revenues and $332 million the net reduction in pro-

perty tax revenues. Property tax collections during fiscal year 1981 were

approximately $3.3 billion.

5
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r
against government inefficiency? If so, were people protestity inefficiency

in local or state government, or both?
. ,

.

Unlike California C the time PropoBition 11 was passed, MaSs husetts

has no state budget sur lus available as a source of new state aid. for local
1

government. This makes the policy choices inkassachuse;ts paiticularly

difficult* Should the state government bail out the cities and towns? .

If so, should the money come from increases in state taxes or reductions

in other state expenditures? Or should state officials interpret the

vote on Proposition 21/2 as a protest against local government alone and 6

leave these governments to fend for themseLves?

To answer these questions, we conducted 'a atewide survey during

the two weeks immediately following the November election. This paper

reports the first set of survey results. Our findings should contribute

to the current policy debate by helping policy makers interpret the vote

on Propagition 211 and better understand what MassaChusett's citizens

want in the way of changes in service levels, tax reform, and government

operations.

The survey consisted of half-hour telephone interviews conducted by

a prfessional survey research firm. The sample includes 1,586 male and -r-\

female household heads randomly selected from 58 Massachusetts cities

and.towns: These communities were chosen randomly from groups of rela-

tfe.ly homogeneous cities andtowns. Our
4

sampling design assures thapt

the 58 communities are representative of cities and towns throughout the

di

state in terms of per capita property wealth, per capita expenditures,

ti

populAiOn, and percent of owner-occupied housing (see appendices A,

4-

B, And.C),
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The study is divided into three sections. Section I focuses on .

respondents' knowledge ofand expectations about the effects of Proposi-

tion 21/2 at the time of the election. Results in this section show what

voters thought they were voting for. Section II examines the changes

Massachusetts citizens would like to see in service levels, taxes, and

the way government operates, independent of Proposition In Section

III,' we combine the results from Sections I and II' to explain what motiv-

ated people to vote for or against the Proposition.
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SUT1ARY

We report results for three categories of people: total respondents,

"yes" voters, and "no" voters. "Yes" voters are those who said they voted

in favor of Proposition 212. "No" voters are those who said they voted

againSt it. "Total respondents" include "yes" and "no" voters and those

who did not vote on the Proposition. Our sample includes 1586 respondents,

of whom 721 are "yes" voters and 522 are "no" voters.

We restricted the sampre'to heads of households both male and female).

Consequently, our "yes".voters and "no" voters are representative of

heads of households supporting or opposing Proposition 21/2, rather than

of all "yes" and "no" voters. Among the respondents who said they voted

on Proposition 21/2, 58 percent voted for and 42 percent voted against it.

These percentages are very similar to the actual vote; 59 percent voted

for and 41 percent voted against Proposition 21/2.

We report results relating to three major policy topics: size of

public sector (defined, by service levels) .z.ax reform, and government

operations. For each topic, we focus on what changes respondents want

and whkt they expected Proposition 21/2 to"Lomplish.
4

Massachusetts residents are generally'content with their pre-Proposition

21-2 levels of services. On average, respondents want to keep state-provided

services at. current levels and to increase local services somewhat. When

asked about specific services, a majority of"respondents want to increase

uch services as mental health programs, elderly services, and special

education for childrenwith learning problems. Only in the case of welfare

majority of respondents support service reductions.

'-Most respondents recognized t Proposition 21/2 would require reduc-

tions in public services. More/than half, however, thought that basic

/municipal services such as poyice protection, fire protection, and garbage

pick-up would not be cut. 4"fes" voters were less likely than "no" voters

4
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to expect service reductions because of Proposition 21/2. Only a third of

the "yes" voters, in contrast to two-thirds of the "no" voters, expected

cutbacks in the services used regularly by their household.

Most'Massachusetts residents want to retain the property tax as the

major source of revenue for traditional.municipal services such as police

44, and fire protectYon. Many, however, would like_ to reduce reliance oh

the property tax for financing other services such as local public trans-

portation and special education. Among those who want a greater share

of revenues for particular services to come from state taxes, respondents

overwhelmingly prefer state income to state sales taxes. For several local

public services, many "yes" voters would like to see heavier reliance on

user charges.

Nine in ten "yes" voters expected property taxes in Massachusetts
%

to go down because of Proposition 2'. 'While many expected hese property

tax reductions to be offset in part by higher state taxes, 6 in 10 of

the "yes" voters expected the overall taxes paid by their houehold to

go down. "No" voters were less optimistic. Only 2 in 3 "no" voters

expected property taxes to fall and less than 2 in 5 expected the overall

taxes paid by their households to go down. "Yes".voters werre more likejy

than "no" voters to expect additional state aid for local governments,

but
)

unlike the "no" voters, did not expect Proposition 212 to lead to more-

control over local matters.

Respondents think Massachusetts government is both inefficient and

corrupt, particularly state government. Seventy-three percent of all

respondents think spending by state government could be cut back by 15

Ad
percent or more, without affecting the quality or quantity of services

'provided and 88 percent of the respondents believe that corruption is

common in state government. Attitudes toward local governments are sim-
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ilar; '60 pereent of all respondents think spending by their local govern-

ment can be cut by 15 percent or more without affecting the quality or

quantity of services provided, and 63 percent` believe that corruptiori

is common in their local government. "No" voters are most concerned about

inefficiency and corruption in the state government.. "Yes" voters are

concerned about these problems idipoth state and local government.

"Yes"-voters and "no",votershad very different expectations about

whether'Proposition 21/2 would change the way government operates. More,
AL

than 4 in 5 "yes" voters -- compared to only 2 in 5 "no" voters--expected

Proposition 21/2 to reduce inefficiency and corruption in Massachusetts

government. This finding helps explain how "yes" voters were able to

reconcile ex-pected reductions in spending and taxes with expectations

of minimal service cutbacks.

The issue of government inefficiency and corruption most clearly

differentiates "yes" from "no" voters. Seventy-five percent of the "yes"

.\5oters--in contrast to 32 percent of the "no" voters--both perceive

inefficiency and corruption and expected Proposition 21/2 to improve the sit-

uation. Preferences and expectations about the size of the public sector

also differedtiate "yes" from "no" voters, but are less important in

explaininggthe favorable vote since so fei.7 voters want to reduce public

services. Finally, most'Massachusetts residents want tax reform. Since

views about tax reform differ only slightly between "yes" and "no" voters,

however, the issue of tax reform does not explain why some voted for and

others against Proposition 21/2.
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Section I

KNOWLEDGE AND ANTICIPATED EFFECTS OF PROPOSITION 21/2'

lloW much aid people know about PrOposition 21/2 at the time of the

election? The variety of separate provisions may have confused voters.

Did
l

they underhand that Proposition 21/2 reduced local but not state taxes?

Did they know that it ended schwl committee aatonoffly and binding arbitra-
2

tion for policemen and firemen?

Even more important, what did people think the effects of Proposition

21/2 would be? Did they expect'it to lead to service cutbacks? If so, in

what areas? Did they anticipate lower overall taxes, or just lower property

taxes? Finally, did voters expect Proposition 21/2 to make government more

efficient and less corrupt?. Answers to these and similar auestions are

im ortant.in understanding why people voted for or against Proposition 21/2.

1
go,

Knowledge of Provisions Included in Proposition.21/2

Widespread publicity assure Slat most people had heard of Proposition

21/2 efore the November14, 1980 election. We find, however., that people

differed in their knowledge of the proposition's provisions.
1

More than three in four respondents thought correctly that the

proposition included provisions about property taxes, excise ,taxes, and

rent reductions. Sixty percent of the respondents thought the measure

ended binding arbitration and reduced the power of school committees,. In

all of these cases, "yes" voters appear to have been slightl more know-

ledgable than "no" voters.., Table I-1 sUmmarizesthese findings.

1. We restricted knowledge and awareness questions to our first 501 inter-
views because of the length of our survey and our fear that post-

election publoi.city would bias respondents' recollections. This smaller
sample- is similar to the complete sample, but slightly overrepresents
towns and women. For a comparison of the,demographic characteristics

/Of the two samples, see Appendix C.

'11
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The most surprising finding is that 60.6 percent of the total and

.0.6 percent of those voting "yes" stated incorrectly' that Proposition 21/2.

limits state government taxes and spending. This confusion may reflect

respondents' expectations about how the state legislature would respond to

Proposition 21/2 (see Section 1-C), their misperceptions about whichserVices

are financed by property taxes'(see Section or their de'sires to

reduce state as well as local taxes and spending (see SectibnjIrB).

Whatever the reason, the finding is important; it shows that many people

expected Proposition 21/2-to limit state government as well as- local govern-

ment taxes and spending.

The following sections discuss what respondents expected the effects

of Proposition 21/2 to be on public services, state-local relations,,govern-

ment operations, and the economic climate of the.state.

a. Anticipated Cuts in Public Services Due to Proposition 21/2

Local Public Services. Most respondents recognized that Proposition

21/2 would require reductions in the public services available in their COM- ,

munities. More than half, however, thought that basic municipal services

such as police protection, fire protection and garbage pick-up would not

be cut.

As shown below, 69 percent of the total sample anticipated that local

community services would be cut back either a lot or a little. People

voting against the measure were more pessimistic than those votitig in favor.

AV.
, Eighty-five percent of the opponents, compared with only 6p percent of the

proponents,zexpected local services, to be cut; and nearly six times as many
ti/7

opponents as propOnents thought Proposition 21/2 would force their communities

to cut back local services a lot (46.1% vs. 8.1%).

12
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TabLe I-1

KNOWLEDGE OF THE PRON4SIONSINCLUDED

IN PROPOSITION 21/2
a, 13

1

By Vote on Proposition:211

r

Proposition 21/2:

Vote on Difference:

Total . 'Proposition Vote. Yes

Yes No Minus Vote No -

Limits Property Taxes to
21/2% of Market Value ,

Included ' 80.4% 85.7% ,75.0%, +10.7%

Not included r 15.1 ' 12.1 18.6

Don't know 4.5 2.2 .6.4

Cuts Auto Excise Taxes
Included 84.5 91.3 + 5.3

Not included 12.5 7.4 12-.8 \,

Don't know 2.9 1.3 1.2

Allows Tenants to Deduct Half
of Their Annual Rent in State
Income Tax Returns.
Included 75.3 79.1 72.7 + 6;4

Not included 15.1 . 12.6 18.0

Don't know 9.6 8.3 9.3

Limits State Government
I

Taxes and Spending
Included 60.6 - 69.6 46.5 - +23.1

Not included 34.7 28.3 48.3

Don't know 4.7 2.2 5.2

Ends Binding Arbitration
For Policemen and Firemen 0.

Included 61.0 63.9 61.6 + 2.3

Not included 26.9 25.2'.fr 27.3

Don't know 1.2 10.9
....

11.0

0
0

TakO Away the Power of
School Committeed

sToSet School Budgets
Included 60.8 6).0 64.5 - 1.5

Not included 31.2 31.3 27.3

Don't know 8.0 5.7 8.1

a
Based on the question: "Now I'd.like to talk to you abput Proposition 231. As.you

probably know, Proposition 21/2 contains a number of aovisions. Other people we

have talked to told us what they think is included. I'd like to read you some

statements and have you tell me, based on everything-you-have heard or read,

whether you think each of these is included or not included dn Proposition 21/2.

Does'Proposition'211..."
.._

bThis.table is based on a sample of 501 interviews. Seelippendices B and C.

13
r
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ANTIdIPATED EFFECTS OF PROPOSITION 21/2 ON COMMUNITY' SERVICES

Services in my community will be

r
Total

Cut back
a lot

Cut back
a little

Remain
the same

Increased
a little

Increased
a lot

Respondents 23:2% 46.0, 25.8 4.0 A 1.0

Voted yes 8.1% 52.6 35.1 3.6 ' 0.6
Voted no 46.1% 39.5 11.4 2.3 0.8

Specific Services. To determine expectations about specific service§,

1..te asked respondents how they thought Proposition 21/2 would affect each of

fifteen services. The services include traditional municipal .services (po-

'lice, fire, street repair, garbage pickup, parks and public transportation),
.117211.6

locally financed education services (elementary and high school education,

after-school programs, special education and adult education), human re-
.,

sources services (mentalhealth services, elderly services, and colleges),

courts and judges, and welfare or other public assistance programs.

Most respondents thought basic security services would not be

affected by Proposition 21/2.

'Fewer than half the respondents thought Proposition 2'!' would force

cuts in basic municipal services such as police protection (43.3%),

fire fighting (40.750, and regular garbage pick-up (39.6%).

0 Only one in three respondents expected cuts in legal services.

In contrast, morethan half the respondents expected Proposition 11/2

to result in cutbacks in seven of the fifteen services.

Many respondents expected cutbacks in locally financed education

services, particularly after-school programs (71.4%), adult education

(63.9%) and public elementary and high school education (56.4%).

Slightly more than six in ten respondents (62.9%) thought welfare

and other public assistance programs would be cut back.

A majority of the respondents expected three of the traditional

municipal services to be cut back -- public parks and recreation

14



Table 1.-2 C

PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS EXPECTING SERVICE CUTBACKS

BECAUSE OF PROPOSITION 21/2
a,b

Vote

Service Type Total
Respoidents

Vote on
Proposition 212

Yes No

Municipal Services
Police; 43.3 % 28.2 % 64.7 %

Fire fighting 40.7 25.8 62.6

Street sidewalk repairs 57.2 47.2 73.8

Regular garbage pickup 39.6 31.0 53.5

Local public parks and
redreation

61.5 53.4 77.0

Support of local public
transportation

54.1 46.9 65.7

-Local School-related Services
Public eiedentary and'high

school education

56.4 45.1 77.7

After school programs 71.4 65.9 82.1

Special education 49.9 37.4 69.6

Adult education 63.9 '60.8 77.6

1

Human Resources Services
Mental health programs 49.0 38.3 66.8

Services for the elderly 48.7 33.5 71.4

State0and community colleges
and universities

54.4 48.9 63.3

Legal Services
Courts and judges 31.7 25.0 37.9

Public Assistance
Welfare or other public

assistance

62.9 64.7 64.9

Local services 69.3 60.8 85.6

Services my household uses 47.8 35.0 67.1

I

a,b
Footnotes on following page.

15
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a"
Based on the questions:

f

"Now that Proposition 21/2 has passed, what do you think will happen'to services

read. Usi4g the first list of phrases tell me whether yot think there will
be a'iot less; a little less, the same, a little more or a lot more ("X'd ITEM)
services now that Proposition 21/2 has passed?"

"Irall, how do you think the passage of Proposition 21/2 will affect your com-
mu ty--do you think the services your local government offers will be cut back
a lbw cut back a little, remain the same, increase a little or increase a lot?"

"Haw bout you and members of your household? Now that Proposition 21/2 has

passed, ,do, you think the public services your household uses will be cut back
a lot, cut back a little, remain the same, increase a little, or increase a lot?"

b
Each-entry is theme percentage of respondents who think there will be a lot less
or a little less of that particular service or who think that comniunity or
household services will be cut back a lot or cut back a little. Percentages

are based on.those responding to the question.

rs

16
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4
facilities' (61.5%), street and sidewalk repairs (57.2%), and c

support for Local public transportation (54.1%).'

Opponents and supporters anticipated very different results from

Proposition 21/2. With one exception, supporters were much less likely than

opponents to expect Proposition02 to force cutbaoks'in each of the fifteen

services we included. The exception is welfare and related public assistance

programs, for which over 60 percent of each group expected program cutbacks.

(See Table.I-2).

A majority of "yes" voters anticipated cutbacks in only three other

services -- after-school programs, adult education and support of local

public transportation. In sharp contrast, more than half of the not

voters thought Proposition 21/2 would force cutbacks in all other services

except courts and judges. More than two-thirds of the "no" voters expected

reductions in :

locally financed education services, such as after-school

programs (82.1%), public elementary and high school education

(77.7%), adult education (77.6%).T, and special education (69.6%),

sr traditional municipal services, such as street and sidewalk

.repairs (73.8%), and local public parks and re...ci-eation

facilities (77.0%); and

social service programs such as services for the elderly

(71.4%) and mental health programs (66.8%).

Services Used by Respondent's Household: Some have interpreted the

the favorable-vote.on Proposition 21/2 as an expression of Massachusetts'

voters willingness,to sacrifice public services in return for lower taxes.
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Although there may be some truth to this interpretation, many "yes" voters
4

It- 4

appear to have thought that someone else's strvficeg, not their awn, would

be the ones cut back. When asked how Proposition 21/2 would affect the Services

used by their household, 65 percent of the supporters in contrast to 33

percent'of the opponents -- said Proposition 21/2 would leave them as well off

or better off than before in terms of public services. Stated pifferently,

only one in three supporters compared to two in three opponents anticipated

cuts in the services used regularly by their household.

ArittIPATED EFFECTS OF PROPOSITION 21/2 ON SERVICES RESPONDENT'S

IfOUSEHOLD USES

By Vote an Proposition 21/2

Services my household uses will be:

Cut back
a lot-

Total

Respondents 9.6'

Voted yes 2.2%
Voted no 19.0%

\ote Percentages add to 100 acr

Cut back
a lAttle

38.2

32.8
48.2

Remain Increased
the .same a little

47.6 3.2

62.2 2.4

29.8 1.6

ss each rob.

Antici ated Tax Chan es Du to Froposition 21/2

Did-Massachusetts resi ents'think the reduction in property taxed

4

Increased
a lot

1.3

0.4

1.6

promised by Proposition 21/2 would reduce their'dverall tax burdens? Or

did they think that increases in other taxes would leave their total tax

burdens no lower than before?

Tax Burden on Household. Nearly half the respondents (49%) thought

Ehe taxes paid by their household would decrease. Supporters of Proposition

21/2 were much more optimistic than opponents. Sixty-one per cent of those

who voted "yeS" compared to only 36 percent of those who voted "no" expected

.their household taxes to go down.

18
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ANTICIPATED EFFECTS OF PROPOSITION 21/2 ON RESPONDENT'S TAXES

Taxes paid by my household will be:

A lot A little Same A little ,A lot

Total less less amount more more

Respondents 10% 39 31 15 5

Voted yes 14% 47 28 9 2

Voted no 5% 31 35 21 8

Note: Percentages add to 100 across tach row.

Statewide lax Effects. Differing expectations about statewide tax \`(

impacts help explain the differing expectations about household tax impacts.

\upporters were much more likely than opponents to believe that local property

taxes in Massachusetts would fall. Moreover, supporters were also less

likely to blieve that' Proposition A would lead to higher state income or

sales taxes. It should be noted that 5\14,,percent of the "yes" voters expected

state income taxes to increase, and an even larger percentage expected state

sales taxes to increase. The "yes" voters apparently thought that any,tise

in their own state income or sales tax burdens would be more than offset

101) the rAuction-in their own property tax burdens. The "no" voters were

more pessimistic.

PERCENTAGE AGREEING A LOT OR A LITTLE WITH STATEHENT_S-

ABOUT POSSIBLE .EFFECTS OF PROPOSITION 21/2 ON TAXES AND TAX REFORM

Proposition 21/2 will:

e

By Vote on Proposition 21/2 (
Total Vote on Diffekence:

Respondentp Propdsititon 211 Vote yes minus

Yes No vote no

...lower property taxes in 82.1% 92.1% 67.67: +24.5,%

Massachusetts
...increase Massachusetts

state income taxes

60.8 51.5 74.8 -21.3

...increase state sales taxes 67.5 62.2 81.3 -19.1

10
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7 fax Reform. Most_of the respondents expecterProposition 2'i to encourage

/ the legislature to' "reform 'taxes." Overall, 81 percent of the respondents
,.-

expected to get tax reform; 91 -of the "yes" and 69 percent of the

"no" voters expected this outcome. But these results are difficult' to

interpret' because we do not know what people meant by "tax reform." At a

minimum, respondents appeared to lean property tax reduction, with some, buC

not all, including in the definition an offsetting increase in other taxes.

'Many of the "no" voters seemed to be worried that, instead of tax reform,

the outcome would. be higher overall taxes. In Sections II and III, we will

explore the topic of tax reform in more detail.

PERCENT AGREEING A LOT OR A LITTLE

THAT PROPOSITION 21/2 WILL ENCOURAGE THE LEGISLATURE TO REFORM TAXES

s.

Proposition.21/2 will

encourage state
legislature to reform
Massachusetts taxes

/By Vote on Proposition

Total Vote on Difference:.

Respondents Proposition Vote yes minus
Yes No no

81.1% 91.3%
A

68,7% +22.67

D. Anticipated Changes in Local-State Relations Due to Proposition 2'1

4

Supporters and_opponents of Proposition 211alSo had very different

expectations alloam the impact of the tax limitation measure ?ft the relationshipi

between state and local governments. Many supporters believed that the state

would provide new aid to the cities and towns. Opponents, on the other

hand, believed that increases in state income, or sales taxes would simply

allow the state to expand into areas traditionally left to local governments.
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Fifty-six percent...of the "yes"- voters expected the state to increase

aid to cities and towns, but only'34 percent anticipated more state' control

over local matters. In striking contrast, only 39 percent of the "no" voters

' expected more state aid while 61 percent anticipated more state control.

PERCENT AGREEING A LOT OR A LITTLE WITH STATEMENTS

ABOUT POISSIBLE EFFECTS OF PROPOSITION 21/2 ON TAXES AND ON TAX REFORM

Proposition 21/2 will:

Increase state aid to

cities. and towns

Give state government
more control over local
matters

By Vote on Proposition 21/2

s

Total
Respondents

Vote on Difference:

Proposition Vo-te yes minus

Yes No vote no

48.7% 55.6% 37.8% +17.8%

45.8 33.6 60.7 '-27.1 0

E. Anticipated Changes in Government Operations Due to Proposition 21/2

Will local government operate differently? "Yeg", said the supporters.

Local voters will have more control over school spending and local govetnments

will be more efficient. "Probably not", said the opponents.

Although l'roposition 21/2 ends fiscal autonomy of school committees, the

provision's effects on voter control are uncertain. Even with fiscal autonomy

intact, voters exerted some control over school committees through the election

of school committee members. The question i$ whether'voters will exert more

control when school budget decisions come under'the scfnitinyof city councils

or town meetings? Eighty-six percent of the supporters of Proposition 21/2

expected this would-happen. opponents were less sure; 'only 52 percent of

them expected, ore voter control.
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More thab 4 out of 5 "yes" voters thought Proposition 2I; would make

local government more efficient. Supporters apparently believed that the

removal of school-committee autonomy, plus the reduction in available tax

revenues would force government to be more productive. "No" voters were more

skeptical: three out of five disagreed with the view that Proposition 21/2

would make local government more efficient.

PERCENT AGREEING A LOT OR A LITTLE WITH STATEMENTS ABOUT POSSIBLE EFFECTS

(tF PROPOSITION 2i2 ON LNALVOTER CONTROL AND GOVERNMENT EFFICIENCY
. -

Proposition 21/2 will:

By Vote on Proposition 21/2

Vote on Difference:

Total Proposition 21/2 Vote yes minus

Respondents Yes No vote no

Give local voters more
control over school spending 70.8%

Make local_ government

more efficient

85.8%

65.2 84.8

51.8% +34.0%

38.4 +46.4

F. - Anticipated Changes in the State Economic Climate Due to Proposition 21/2

Almost 3 out of 4 Massachusetts residents polled expected Proposition

2'z to make the state more attractive to business and industry. People

believing this were more likely than others to expect Proposition 21/2 to

lower'property tares and make local government more efficient. They were

also less likely to believe that state taxes would be increased. This suggests

that Massachusetts residents believe lower property taxes will attract

business and industry, proyided that the lower property taxes are not offset

by new state taxes. Aediscussed above, "yes" voters were more likely than

"no" 'voters to expect this tax outcome. Thus, it is not surprising that

"yes" voters were more likely than "no" voters to expect Proposition 21/2

to lead to increased business investment in the state (87.5% vs. 54.4%).
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PERCENT AGREEING A LOT OR A LITTLE THAT PROPOSITION 21/2

WILflrATTRACT MORE BUSINESS AND INDUSTV TO MASSACHUSETTS

By Vote on Proposition 21/2

4-
TOtal Vote on Difference:'
Respondents Proposition 21/2 Vote yes minus

Yep No vote no

Proposition 21/2 will attract

more business and industry
to Massachusetts ' 73.6%

0

87.5%

. ,

54.4% +33.1%

G. Most Important Changes Anticipated to Result from Proposition 21/2

,In addition to the questions previously discussed, respondents were

\,.

asked: "Overall, what do you think will be the single most important

change caused by Proposition 21/2?" This open-ended format allowed respondents

to state their views without he constraints of,,predetermined categories.

Although we asked Dor the single most important change only, some respondents

gave us more than one. Hence total responses add to more than 100 'percent,

(e
f

averaging about 1.3 response per person.

Responses to this queition reinforce,our earlier findings that proponents

of PropOsition 21 expected fewer service'cuts and greater tax reductions than

opponents. In their responses to this open-ended question, supporters of

Proposition 21/2 were more likely to focus on 'anticipated tax relief, while

opponents were pritharily concerned about the possibility of service cutbacks.

Largeproportions of "yes" voters cited lower taxes or more government'

efficiency and responsibility. Less than 10 percent of these Voters cited

service cutbacks as the most likely outcome. In contrast, half the "no"

voters mentioned service cutbacks as the most important change, well over

twice the number who mentioned lower taxes or increased efficiency. (See

Table L-3).
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This dif#erence in emphasis on the part of supporters and opponents

also emerges from other responses to this question.

Eighteen percent of the "yes" voters -- compared with only 3% of the

"no" voters said Proposition 21/2 would "send a message to the

legislature." Although the exact nature of the intended message

is not clear from the responses to the open-ended question, our

findings on people's attitudes toward 'Massachusetts government

aVO

suggest voters are saying: "We want more efficient, less corrupt

government." (See Section III for more discussion).

Supporters of Proposition 21/2 were slightly more likely than

opponents to mention tax reform as the most importanttoutcome,

while opponents were more likely to mention tax shifts. We noted

earlier that "tax reform" is an ambiguous concept but probably

means reduced taxes to many respondents. (See Section III for more

discussion) .

Ten percent of-the opponents of Proposition 21/2 in contrast to

one percent of the supporters -- expregked greatest concern about

4

unemployment of public employees.

Further emphasizing the difference between supporters and opponents

are the views of many opponents that Proposition 21/2 will not work.

Four times as many opponents as proponents thought Proposition 21/2

would just cause problems and would not achieve the goals of-its

supporters (19.4% vs. 4.7%).
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Table 1-3

PERCEPTIONS OF MOST IMPORANT IMPACT OF PROPOSITION 21/2a

By Vote on Proposition 21/2

Total
Respondents

Vote on
Proposition 21/2

Difference:
Vote yes minus
vote-noYes No

Lower Taxes 28.6% ,37.5% 13.6% +23.9%

More efficiency & respon-
sibility, less corruption

20.2 30.9 8.4 +22.5

Cutback services 24.3 8.0 50.2 -42.2

Send a message 11.0 17.8 2.9 +14.9

Tax reform 6.3 8.2 5.4 + 2.8

Tax shift 6.4 4.7 10.3 - 5.6

Unemployment of government

workers

4.1 0.8 9.6 - 8.8

Government will spend less 6.3 7.8 5.0 + 2.8

More investment in state, 2.2 3.5 1.0 + 2.5

Less'power for school
committees

3.3 5.4 1.3 + 4.1

Less control at local level 0.9 0.3 1.9, - 1.6

Won't work/causer problems 11.2 4.7 19.4 -14.7

TOTAL 124.8 129.6 129.0

Average number of responses
per person 1.2 1.3 1.3

a -14
:Based on the question "Overall, what do you think will be the single most
iMportant change cau ed by Proposition 21/2?" Percentages are based on those

responding to the question.
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Section II

DESIRED CHANGES IN SERVICE LEVELS, TAXES AND GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS

We now turn to the issue of what Massachusetts residents want in the

way of changes in service levels, financing arrangements, and government

operations. In November 1980, state residents,,were given the choice of

sporting or rejecting one alternative to the status quo. Massachusetts

voters overwhelmingly opted'for change. 'section I described what respon-

dents thought the effects of Proposition,2 would be. But are those

anticipated effects what Massachusetts residents really want? What level

of state and local services do they want? How 'do they want to finance

various services? What changes do they want in state and local, government

operations?

A. Preferred Level of State and Local Services

"

Overall state and local services. Massachusetts residgnts are generally

content with t'-,e levels of Dublic services they have been receiving. On

average, respondents to this survey want to keep overall state government

services at their pre-Proposition-2'2 levels and to increase local sefvices

somewhat.

This average, however, conceals wide variation in respondents' prefer-

ences, especially with regard to state-provided services. While 25.9:

percent of the respondents want to maintaiA state services at current

levels, 35.4 percent want more, and another 38.7 percent want less. Pre-

ferences for local services exhibit slightly less variation, with nearly
rt

7 in 10 respondents wanting either the current amount or slightly more.
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LEVEL OVSTATE AND LOCAL SERVICES PREFERRED

Cut back
a lot

Cut back

a little

Keep

the same

Increase
a little

-Increase

a lot Averagea
State Services 11.3% 27.4% 25.9% 25.4% 10.0% -0.50

Local Services 3.7 16.0 43.9 25.5 11.0 +0.24

a
Based on a 5-point scale in which -2 = cut back a lot, -1 = cut back a
little, 0 = keep the same, +1 = increase a little, +2 = increase a lot.
Percentages add to 100 across each row.

Supporters of Proposition 21/2 are more 14ely than opponents to want

cutbacks in state and local services. Half the supportefs -- compared with

only a quarter of the opponents -- want to cut back state services. A

'third of the supporters -- compared to less than a tenth of the opponents -- 11

went to cut local services.

PERCENTAGE ANTING TO CUT SERVICES A LOT OR A LITTLE

By Vote on Proposition 21/2

Vote on Difference:

Total Proposition 21/2 Vote yes minus
Respondents rtes No Vote no

State Services * 38.7% 53.76 25.3% +28.4%

_ Local Services 19.7
%
30.4 -- 8.9 +21.5

L 16
Specific Services. This apparent satisfaction with the overall amount

14104)

.

of state and local services obscures the fact that respondents prefer
. '

increases in; some services and,decreAses in others. Respondents were read

a list of fifteen state and local services and askellithether they would

prefer a lot more, a little more, .the same amount, a little jess or a lot

less of each. They were toldikthat increases in services would mean higher

taxes and that deases in services would mean lower taxes.

every service except welfare, more respondents want to increase

2"

..
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Table II-1

AMOUNT OF SERVICES PREFERRED
a,b

By Vote on Proposition 21/4

Cut back
a lot

' Cut back ,

a little
Keep
the same

Increase
a little

Increase
a lot

MUNICIPAL SERVICES
Police 3.3% 7.6% 55.1% 21.0% 13.1%

Voted yes- 4.5 10.2 60.4 16.6 8.4

Voted no 1.0 4.6 53.6 24.8 16.1

Fire 2.5 6.5 71.1 . 12.7 7.2

Voted yes 3.0 10.0 75.9 7.6 3:6

Voted no 1.2 3.9 68.1 17.5 9.3

_-\

Street Repairs 3.9 6.1 50.1 22.9 17.0'

Voted yes 0.5 8.4 52.8 20.8 12 6i)c--'
\

o
Voted no ce 2.4 3.0 51.5 24.0 19.1"

Garbage Pickup 5.3 7.6 73.1 8.2 5.8

Voted yes 7.7 10.9 72.4 5.8 3.2

Vbted no 3.5 4.8 76.0 10.0 5.7

Parks & Recreation 3.6 10.2 53.1 21.4 -11 .7

Voted yes 5.5 TIP; 55.4 17.1 8.6

Voted no 2.0 7.2 49.5 26.9 14.4

Local Public Trans-
9.8 28.9 23.3 41 26.0portation 11.9

Voted ye% 16.7111P

Voted no 8.8

12.5

8.1

28.2
27.6

23.3

24.2

19.2

31.4

LOCAL SCHOQL-RELATED SERVICES
Public Elementary &

High School
Education 4.1 13.0 44.3 22.3 16.3

Voted yes 6.0 17.4 49.6 17.2 9.7

Voted no 1'.6 8.8 41.3 26.3 22.0

After school programs 7.6 15.2 46.2 16.7 14 3

Voted yes 11.1 20.2 47.4 13.2 8.1

Voted no 3.5 10.2 46.8 19.4 20.2

Special Education 3.5 7.6 34.0 27.3 27.6

Voted yes 4.6 to 11.1 38.4 25.2 20.7

Voted no 2.0, 5.5 32.3 29.5 30.7

4

28
(continued)
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...Tablell-taontinued

AMOUNT OF SERVICES PREFERRED
a

'

b

By Vote on Proposition 21/4

Cut back Cut back Keep Increase Increase
a lot a little the same a little a lot

Adult Education
Voted yes
Voted no

6.4

9.5

3.9

HUMAN RESOURCES SERVICES
Mental Health

Programs 3.7

Voted yes .6

Voted no - 1.9

Services for the
Elderly 1.4

Voted yes 2.0

Voted no 0.4

State & Community
Colleges &

I Uni,yersities 5.1

Vcited yes 9.1

Voted no 1.4

LEGAL sERvicu
Courts and Judges
Voted yes
Voted no

6.5

9.1

4.0

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE
Welfarg, or other Pub-

lic Assistance 27.9

Voted yes 37.8

Voted no 17.0

Local Services
Voted yes
Voted no

State Services
Voted yes
Voted no

110

3.7

6.3

1.2

11%3

16.9

6.3

11.6 54.4 18.1

13.8 53.3 17.1

8.8 ' 58.2 19.3

5.8 40.4 28.0

6.7 44.1 25.0

5.3 34.3 32.1

4.6 39.5 29.0

6.2 43.8 26.8

3.4 ' 37.6 32.1

12.6 54.1 17.4

15.4 55.1 12.3

8.7 54.3 23.8

14.2 46.4 20.7

17.4 44.1 18.4

10.4 46.4 23.1

26.7 28.7 11.0

30.1 23.0 5.8

25.0 35.7 15.2

16.0 43.9 25.5

24.2 44.8 17.3

7.8 44.8 32.2

27.4 25.9 25.4

36,8 23.1 18.0

19.6 27.6 32.6

9.4

6.4

9.8

22.1

18.3

26.4

a.

25.6
21.3

26.5

12.1

11.0

1E1.1

e
5.7

3.2

7.2

11.0
7.4

14.2

10.0

5.2

13.9

a
Based on tle question: ') Think about the services provided by the state or local.

government to residehts of your town or city. For each service I read, please
tell me whether state or local government should be providing a lot less., a little
less, the same amount, a littif'more or a lot more of this service. Remember, if

government provides less services state or local taxes *111 be reduced, and if
government provides more services, state or local taxes will be increased. If

0 - the service is not available to residents in your city or town, please let me Xnow.
Let's begin with ('I'd" rill!). Whic phrase in the first list describes bow such
more or lass ("I'd".ITI() state or focal government should provide?"

t
Percentages are based on t o responding to the question & total 100% across each row.

Ldt
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,than decrease service levels. As Table II-1 illustrates:
Yb

40.

At least half the respondents want to increase the amount of

services provided by social programs, such as elderly services,

mental health programs, and special education for children with

learning problems.

B ween 40 and 50 percent want to incP se such traditional

municipal services as police, street and sidewalk repairs,

and support of public transportation.

Almost 40 percent want to increase public elementary and high

school education services.

Over 50 percent want to decrease welfare or other public assis-

tance. This is the only service of the 15 measured for which

cutbacks were strongly supported.

Current users of the.various services, younger respondents,lower

income respondents, blacks,and renters are most likely to want greater amounts

of almost all of the 15 services measured. Residents of cities are more

likely to want service increases than residents of towns. Boston residents

want even greater increases in their services than do residents of Other

cities.(Table not reported)..

451?'

, Preferences of "Yes" Voters vs. "No" Voters. Ugssachusetts residents

in general express little interest in cutting back specific public services,

except welfare services. Supporters of Proposition 21/2, however, are slightly

more interested than opponents in cutting back public services (see Table II-1).

A greater proportion of "yes" than "no" voters express interest in cutting

- bac) each of the specific services. Yet even among "yes" voters, support

for service cuts is not very strong. Welfare is the only public-service which

30
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a majority of supporters want to cut. Among the supporters:

Two out of three want to decrease welfate and other

public assistance programs.

Only one in four wants to'cut education services, such as after

(".

school programs, public elementary and high school eduCation,

adult education, and state and community colleges and universities..

Only three in ten want to reduce support for local public

transportation.

Only one in four wants to cut back the services of courts and

judges.

Few "no" voters want to Cut any of the specific serv_ices measured,

except welfare. In fact, opponents of Proposition 21/2 show considerable

interest in increasirr, the level of public services and want to increase

an average of D.9 of the 15 services ,.,.5ureu. Among the opponents:

More than four in ten want to increase traditional municipal.ser-

vices, including police, street repairs, public parks and recreation,

and support for local publit transportation.

At least four in ten,want to increase local education services,

incruding public elementary and high school education, after school

programs, and special education,.

Nearly six in ten want to increase.social services, including mental

health programs and elderly serviges.

B. Amount Massachusetts Residents Are Willing to Spend on Services

In addition to asking about preferred levels of public' services, we

asked about preferred levels of government spending and taxes. ."Compared

to what the stateizernment (or local government or local school,system).

. now spends, by what percentage, if any, would you like to see slate govetn-
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ment (Pr local government or local public school) spending and taxes

increase or'decrease? You may answer any percent .increase or decrease

from 1 percent to 100 percent or tell me you want it to stay the same.''

Despite wanting' about the current,level of state, local and educa-

tional services, the median respondent
1
wants to reduce spending and

taxes. The median or typical respondent wants to cut back state spend-

Ang 20.percent, cut back local spending 10 percent, and keep school

spending at its current level.

DESIRED CHANGESI-N TAXING AND SPENDING

,State Local School

Medidn spending change -20% . -10% 0%

Percent manting:
--spending increase 15.9% 12.4% 20.0%

--no change 20.5 27.9 34.8

--spending decrease 62.8 58.6 44.2

Supporters of Propo5ition 21/2 want greater cutbacks in taxes and

spending than do opponents. The typical supporter wants a 20 percent

reduCtion in state and local spending and a 10 percent reduction in

schooL spending. The typical opponent wants a five percent reduction

in state spending and no change in local spending or school spending.

. Percypt n5 of Inefficiency and Corruption in Government

How ca respondents' demands for less1s4nding and taxing be re-'

conciled wi,ph their apparent wish to maintain or increase services?

This section shows that the gap can be explained in large part by resi-

4
dents' demands for more efficient and productive government.

1

The med'ian'respondent is the mi dle r spondent. In other words, half the
'respondents want less taxes and sing than the median respondent, and
,half want mpre taxes and spending.
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Mk obtained a measure of the extent of percei4ed government inefafi-

ciency and waste by asking respondents how much they think spending can

011

be reduced without significantly affecting the quality and quantity of

services provided. The table below shows, that re8p/nAents think there

lks more Waete. irAthe state budget thanin local bidgets, and more in

overall local budgets than
c

in "school budgets. /ehe magnitudes are suffi-
. /

ciently large to account fo discrepancy tetween the large spending

,

cutback desired and desires to mainrain c iizhtlY increase service levels.

eereilAMOUNT RESPONDENTS THINK SPEN-- A.:D TAXING PAN BE REDUCED

WITHOUT SIGNIFICANTLY AFFECTINr, HE 9UALITY AND OI;ANTITY OF SERVICES

State Local Elventary &
Ser:ices Services High School Education

Possible cutb84 (Average) 197' 13%

Table II summarizes resvondents' perceptions of inefficiency for

IP

nine of the 15 services. For exa-lp1e, the table shows that 51 percent of

the respondents think cuts of 5 percent or more in police budgets would

significantly affect police services. Another 27 percent of the respondents

disagree; they think police budgets could be cut by 15 percent or more

without significantly affecting police services.

In the case of each service, "yes".voters are more likely than "no"

voters to believe budgets can be cut substantially without affecting ser-

vices. Desprite the fact that "yes" voters perceive more inefficiency than

"no" voters for any given service,.the two groups hold similar views'about

which services are most inefficiently provided.

Both groups think the greatest cuts can be made in the welfare

and public apsistance budget.

Both groups think police, garbage and special education budgets

are least amenable to spending cuts without service cuts.

3 ".
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. Table 11-2

BELIEFS THAT SPENDING CAN BE CUT

J WITHOUT AFFECTING THE QUALITY OR QUANTITY OF SERVICES:

POSSIBLE CUTBACKS OF LESS THAN 5 PERCENT /POSSIBLE CUTBACKS OF 15 PERCENT OR MOREa'6

. By Vote on Proposition 2,

Service Type Total

Respondents,
<5%/>15%

Vote on
Proposition 21,

Yes

<5%/>15%
No

Municipal.' Services

51%/27%
NA

44%/3311,

NA

61%/17%
NA

Police
Fire fighting
Street & sidewalk repairs 45/36 40/41 52/27
Regular garbage pickup 51/30 51/34 56/23

cal public parks and NA NA NA

recreation
Support of local public

transportation

Local School-related Services

NA NA NA

Public elementary and high 38/37 27/48 51/27

school education -
/110

After school programs 42/34 35/40 55/24

Special education 58422 51/26 66/16

Adult education 31/45 27/50 42/37

Human Resources services
Mental health programs NA NA .: NA

.

Services for the elderly NA i,11( NA

State and community colleges 35/40 29/66 45/30

and iversities .

4

Legal Services
NA

ti--

A
_

NA
.

NA,Courts and judges

Public Assistance
Welfare or other public ,

assistance 4 i

18/67 11/75 25/58.

State Services i 1/73 6/86 : 19/6r3

Local Servi.cps 18/60 10/69 30/46

a,b
Footnotes on following page.
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Table 1I-2,footnotes

a
Based on the questions: "Now let's talk about some specific services. People
we've talked to believe that government could cut back spending on these ser -'
vices by eliminating waste,, inefficiency and other problems.- By what percent-

, age, if any, do you think government could cut back, spending ont("X...d" ITEM)
without si.nificantly affect&ng the quality br amo t of servic s provided?"

"And by what percentage, if any, do you think state government could cut taxes
and spending without significantly cutting the amount of services?"

"Overall; by what percentage, if any, do you think your local government could
cut taxes and spending without significantly cutting the amount of services?"

b
Each entry has two numbers. The ndmhe'r to the left of the slasn is the per-
centage of respondents who believe tnat .spe'nding cuts of 5% or more would
significantly affect the quality or amount of service provided.' The number
to the right of the slash is the percentage of respondents who believe
spending fOr that service could be cut r, 15% ox more without significantly
affecting the quality or amount of services provided. Percentages are based
on those responding-to the question. NA means that the question was.not,asked.

4
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t
r

N Inefficiency means different things to different people. To some it

means that_resour'ces klch as worker time and tax money are not being used

produAively ab po.sible. To others it means th government resources

" are being used for the wrong purpose or by people not needing services.

A serieg of attitude 'questions provide additional information on respondents'

views about the extent of inefficiency in Massachusetts government.

Nearly half the respondents think local public employees are overpaid,

and two-thirds think that local public employees do not work as hard as

A. their private-sector counterparts. This suggests that many state residents

believe their tax money is being wasted. In the same vein,. when asked

about the recipients of one particularly sensitive service --welfare

over three in four respondents agree that "people now on welfare could

find -jobs if they really tried.' AS' the table below sHows, supporters

of Proposition 21,1 are more likely than opponents to believe that, the

public sector is inefficient according to these definitions.

pRCENTAGE AGREEING A LOT OR A LITTLE THAT GOVERNMENT IS INEFFICIENT
/-

4 By vote on Proposition 21/4

Total

Respondents Yes

Vote on Pro_p4--2-1/4

City or town employees are 47.1%
overpaid

City or town emplpyeei don't
work as hard as people who
_work for private. companies

People now on welfare could
find jobs if they really
tried

55.5% 30.9%

66.7 76.0

78.8 84.8

Differences:
Vote yes minus
Vote NoN

+24.6%

53.4 +22.6

67.4 . +17.4

36
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Corruption also leads to wasteful government. Our respondents over-

whelmingly agree that public sector corruption is common in Massachusetts.

Eighty-eight percent of the respondents agree that,"corruptiOn is common

in my state government" and 63 percent agree to a similar statement about

local go'vernment.. Supporters and opponents of Proposition 21/2 hold similar

views.

PERCENT AGREEING A LOT OR A LITTLETHAT GOVERNMENT IS CORRUPT

By vote on Proposition 21/2
Difference:

Vote on Prop. 21/2 Vote yes minus

Total Yes No Vote no

Corruption is common in 87.8%

my state government

89.4% 86.0% +3.4%

Corruption is common ilk- 63.4 a: .L63.3 4i-48 fey'. +5.5

my-lligal government

Finally, to determine whether Massachusetts residents believe that

il,taxes can be cur without lowe ing service levels, we asked whether they

agree with the statement, "Proposition 13 in California showed that taxes-

. can be cut without cuts in services." More than eight in ten supporters

of Proposition 21/2, in contrast to one in three opponents, agree that Pro-

position 13 demonstrated that this could be done. It appears th#t many

supporters either'ignored or were unaware of,the fact that California

had a large state budget surplus when Proposition 13 passed. '

PERCENT AGREEING A LOT OR A LITTLE THAT TAXES CAN
,

BE CUT WITHOU,SERVICE CUTS

By vote on Proposition 21/2

Difference:

Vote on Prop._ 2L4 Vote yes minus

Total Yea No Vote no

Proposition 13 in California 63.8% 82,4% 34.8% +47.6%

cut without cuts in services
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D. Preferred Method of Financing Services

Do Massachusetts residents want to'change the way basic public services

are financed? To address this, we asked respondents: "For each service J.

read, would you like to keep the financing the way it is now or see a

greater share of the money come from local property taxes, from state income

taxes, from state sales taxes, or a greater share from fees paid by users

of the service?" Respondents generally want to continuefinancing tradi-

tional municipli services with property taxes. They show considerable

interest however, in shifting the financing of more redistributive services,'

such as elderly services, to other tax sources. Five general conclusions

emergel(See Table 11-3.)

oirst, Massachusetts residents do not want to eliminate property taxes.

Most respondents want to retain the local property tax as the major revenue

source for.financing traditional municipal services. Between 70 percent and

80 percent of the respondents want to keep financing as it is now or want

property taxesto provide a greater share of money for police services,

fire fighting services, street and sidewalk repairs, regular garbage pick-

up and local public parks and recreation facilities. Thus, in spite of its

faults, the prdperty tax is viewed by many al'anAappropriate way to finance

municipalservice. -Thig_conclusion is reinforced by the fact that 58.9

percent of the sample agree a little or a lot with the statement "The

property tax is the best way for cities and towns to raise money for city

services."

Second, there is considerable interest in Shifting away from reliance

on the property tax for education services. More than two out of three

people want to reduce the use of property taxes in the financingof special
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Table 1143

PREFERRED METHOD OF FINANCING PUBLIC SERVICES
a,b

By Vote on Proposition 21/2

Service Type
Keep
Financing
the Same

MUNICIPAL SERVICES,

24.4 %Police

Voted for Proposition ,211 23.6
Voted against 27.8

Fire -.Fighting
c ,

30.6
Voted for Proposition 21/2 29.6
Voted against 33.9

Street & Sidewalk Repairs c 30.5
Voted for Proposition 21/2 30.0
Voted against 34.9

Regular Garbage Pickup 29.7
Voted for Proposition 21/2 30.3
Voted against 31.1

Local Public Parks & 21.9
Recreation

Voted for-Proposition 21/2 21:4
Voted against 24.5

Support of Local Public 17.3
Transportation

16.6ted for Proposition 21/2
Voted against 17.2

Greater Share o Money Should Come From:
Local State tate
Property Inco SaleS User Other
Taxes Taxes . Fees Sources

50.7 X)

54.0

50.8

51.0
57.0

45.6

50.8H
53.9
49.4

41.7
40.4

44.3

49.0

49.9
5006

18.2

15.8

20.2

30

16.6 % 5.2 % 2.2 % 0.9 %
13.9 5.6 2.0 0.9
16.4 3.3 1.2 0.5

11,:6 4.9 1.4 0.5
7.4 4.4 0.9 0.7
15.8 3.5 11.2 . 0.0

9.6 6.7 1.8 0.6
7.4 6.1 1.3 1.3
8.1 5.2 0.1

6.4 3.8 17.2 1.2
5.3 4.4 18.4 1.2
5.4 0.6 17.4 1.2

12.2 7,.1 1.4

10.5 7.5 9.2 1.5
13.4 4.7 5.6 1.2

23.3 12.4 25.7 3.1

20.7 12.6 30.3 4.0
26.0 11.6 22.4 2.6

(continued)
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Table EL.3, continued

PREFERRED METHOD OF FINANCING PUBLIC SERVICES
a,b

- By Vote on Proposition 21/2

Service Type

Greater Share of Money Should Come From:

Keep , _Local - State State

Financing Property' Income Sales User Other

the Same Taxes . Taxes Taxes Fees . Sources

LOCAL SCHOOL-RELATED
SERVICES

Public Elementary and
High School Education

Voted for' Proposition 21/2

Voted against'

After School Programs such
as Music and Athletics

Voted for Proposition 21/2

Voted against
411-

20.3% 34.1% 6128.4%

19.6 35.4 25.4

20.7 36.8 30.4

19.6 39.1 13.3

18.2

20.7 y

Special Education for Lichen 16.9

With Learning Problems
Voted for Propoisiton 212 17.1

Voted.against 18.3

Adult Education
Voted for Proposition 21/2

Voted against

HUMAN RESOURCES SERVICES

Mental Health Programs
Voted for Proposition 21/2

Voted against

19.8

19.6

21.1

16.5%

16.4
18.2

39.9

40.8

15.2

14.6

20.3
21.4
21.3

9.1
15.5

48.4

46.0
52.0

19.6

16.6

20.1

5.4% 57.8%

5.6 56.5

3.4 60.6

Services for the Elderlyc 24.3 16.1 42.4

Voted for Proposition 21/2 22.3 14:4 39.7

Voted against .. 28.5 19.2 41.9

State & Community Colleges
& Universities

Voted for Proposition 21/2

Voted against

16.5 3,4

13.6
20.7

4611

1113.4 44.0
2.2 50.9

40

8.5% 7.2% 1.5%

8.3

6.2

6.2

9.9'
4.1

20.5

1.4

1.8

1.3

5.7

6.0

....2j.6

-15.7

1.5

1.3

40 .

'12.1 5.9 1.5

12.6 7.0 2.1

10.3 3.7 1.1

6.6 32.4 1.3

6.8 34.2 1.4

5.7 30.1 1.7

13.7% 4.8% '1.8%

14.4 5.2 1.9

11.9 4.0 1.9

13.1 2.9 1.2

19.2 3.1 1.3

8.1 1.7 0.6

12.0 20.7 1.3

12.3 25.1 1.6

'10.6 14.2 1.4

-(continUed)
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Table 11-3, continued

PREFERRED METHOD OF FINANCING PUBLIC SERVICES
a,b

By Vote on Proposition 212

F
Greater Share of Noneyleould Come Frolic

Keep Local State State

Service Type Financing
the Same

LEGAL SE12VICES

Courts &nd Judges: - 25.5

Voted for Proposition 21:- 26.4 r

Voted against, 28.9

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE

welfare or Other Public 21.5

Assistance:
Voted for Proposition 212 17.5

Voted against 26.4 - '

property Income Sales = User Other

Taxes Taxes Taxes Fees Sourcei

7.8

7.2

10.2

)fr°
4.3.9'4, 9.7 4-0.5 1.5

44.6 13.0 6.9 2.6

44.6 5.4 9.0 0.7

45.6 13.6 870 3.5

'45.3 17.5 7.2 5.3

44.3 11.4 6.6 1.1

aBased on the question: "For each service I reacLwould you like to keep-the financing

the way it now in or to see a gleater share of money come from
or a share from fees

m local property

taxes, from state incpme taxes, from state sale axes

paid by users of the service?"

b
Percentages Ze calculated for respondents who answered each question, and total

to 100% across each row, Percentages are.based on those responding to each question.

Asked only of a subsample of respondents.
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er,

educatiop services for children with learning problems."' This desire for

, -

change exists even though respondents undersetimate the extent of current

reliance objproperty'Caxes. Indeed, although respondents estimate on

average that prpperty taxes pay for 42 percerit of these expenditures, the

actual prOportion, as reported'by the State Department of Educati*, is

closer to 60 percent.

Less than half the respondents, but still a,substantial proportion,

also want to alter fidancing arrangements for the other school-related 4
services includedin the survey. 'Specifically, 45 percent want to decrease

Tr

the relative reliance on property taxes for overall financing of elementary

and secondary education; 49 percent would do so for adult education, as

would 41 percent for after-school programs. In the cases of adult educa-

tion and after-school programs, there is cons,iderable interest in shifting

to user charges (32.4% and 20.5% respeciA7ely).

Third, at least 40 percent of the respondents want to see state income

tax money finance a larger share of human resources services (mental health

programs, elderly services 'and public higher edueation), courts and judges,

and welfare and other public assistance programs. This probably reflects

both true interest in seeing such a shift, and some misunderstanding. Respon-

dents generally tend to overestimate the amount of each pf these services

that is financ4 by property tax revenues. This 4.s.p r cularly true in the

case of legal services is assistance. Respon nts think property

taxes finance an average of 36 percent and 39 percent of these seKvices,

respectively, when, in fact, almost no contributions are currently made

to, these services from property taxes.
1

Only te.subsampie of 501 respondents was asked about tue proportion of
legal services financed by property taxes. See Appendices B and C.

42
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Fourth, supporters and opponents of Proposition 21/2 hold similar views

about the extent to which property taxes should be used to finance traditional .

*unicioal services and local education services. But among those wanting

to shift to other revenue sources to,finance these services, supporters are

more likely than opponents to wart to shift to user charges. For example,

30 percent of those who voted "yes" on Propolition 21/2 believe a greater

she of support for local public transportation should come from users,

wane only 22.4 percent of the "no" voters ho ar views. "Yes"

votersare also more likely than "no" voters to prefer user charges for

local public parks and recreation (9.2 percent vs. 5.6 percent); education

services (general education, 9.9 percegvs. 4.l- percent; special education,

7.0 vs. 3.7 percent; adult education, 34.34-vs. 30.1 percent and after-
s

school programs, 25.6 percent vs. 15.7 percent), and state and community

colleges (25.1 vs. 14.2 percent). The differences between "yes" and

"no" voters' preferences for user-charge financing are small for other

services.

%Finally, among those who want to shirt financing responsibility to,

the state government, state income taxes are overwhelmingly preferred to

state sales taxes. Of the 37 percent expretsinglopreferoce for more state

funding of elementary and secondary, education, for example, those preferring

the use o.f state income taxes exceed those preferring use state sales

taxes by more than 3 to 1. This pattern holds for other services as well,

with the income tax being preferred 4 to 1 for special" education, and more

than 4 to 1 for mental health programs.

Additional insights into'people's feelings about financing arrange-

ments emerge from several attitude questions. The tabla.below shows that

both "yes" and "no" voters are concerned about rapidly rising property tars.
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A striking 78 percent of all respOndents disagree a lot or a little with

statement "It's OK for property taxes to grow as fast as the cost of

living." There are at least two explanations for this attitude. First,

even if everyond's pretaX income grew as fast as prices, incomes net of

federal income taxes would grow more slowly than prices because inflation

pushes people into higher tax brackets. As a result, if property taxes

increased as fast,as prices, after-tax incomes would not grow as fast as

110)"property taxe1 Second, inflation-induced incrlases in property taxes can

present serfclas financial prOblems for households whose incomes do not
,

4

- ruse as fast as inflation.

That Marachusetts heads of households want to restrain tOe rate of

A

growth of property taxes also shows up clearly. More than 77 percent of

the respondents believe that state government should give more money to

the cities and Cowns_so local property taxes can be, kept down. It should

be noted; however, that respondents were not asked whether this state

Morley. should come from new state taxes or reductions in other state

expendimires.

Finally, V.I. percent of the respondents disagree with e view that

tAxpayers in wealthy cities and towns should help pay fot serrvices in poorer

cities and towns. Moreover, supporters of Proposition 21/2 disagree more

4
strongly with this view than opponents do. Taken together, this suggests

that the desire for more state aid reflects the desire to restrain the

growth of property taxes more than the desire tq spread the burden of

financing local public services more evenly across jurisdictions.

44
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a

ATTITUDES TOWARD TAXES AND INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS

It's OK for property taxes

DisAgree
a lot

Disagree
a little

Agree a
little

Agree a
lot.

.

to rise as fast as the
cost of Oiling.

45.7% 32.3%, 16.8% 5.2%

Voted for Prop. 21/2 50.0 31.4 13.8 4.8.

Voted against Prop. 21/2 40.3 34.1 19.2 6.4

State gove me t should
give more mow to the
cities & towns so local
property taxes can be

kept .down.

. 6.8 16.0 40.4 36.8

Voted for Prop. 21/2 9.0 15.9 39.1 36.C1//

.Voted against Prop. 21/2 5.5 17.5 39.3 37.

TaX payers in rich cities
& towns should help pay
for services in poorer
cities & towns.

30.0 28.2 28.9 12.9

Voted .for Prop. 21/2 37.5 27.9 25.4 9.2

Voted against Prop. 21/2 23.3 28.7 34.1 13.9 ,

1

Note: Percentages add to 100 across rows.

C.

ds
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Section ITT

EXPLAINING fTHE VOTE
k

In Section 1, we discussed people's knowledge of and expectations

about Proposition 21/2. In Section II we reported what people in Massachusetts

want in the way of changes in public services, financing arrangements,

and .governMent operations, independent of Proposition 21/2. This section

combines the two parts to determine why people voted for or against the ilop

measure. The discussion is organized around three potential motivations:

the desire for a smaller public sector, the desire for tax reform and

the desire for changes in the way government operates.

A. Smaller Public Sector

We define the size of the public sector in terms of service levels

rather than spending levels. This distinction is important; as discussed

above, many of our respondents want to reduce government spending and

taxec, at the same time that they want to maintain current service levels.

Table III-1 summarizes our findings about people's desires and expectations

for a smaller public sector. Since this is the first of a series of similar

tables, we will explain in some detail how we constructed the table.

Based on our survey questions, we established cliferia to determine whether

a respondent shows evidence of desiring' or expecting service cutbacks. These

criteria are sometimes based on the responses to a single question; in other

cases, they refer to responses to acombinationrof questions.
1

1. The percentages reported in Tables III-1 through 111-5 may differ slightly
from those reported in earlier tables. The percentages for tables in

this section are based on all interviews while percentages in earlier
tables are based only on.the number of people responding to a particular

question. Table entries, in this section are based on 1586 total respon-

dents, 721 "yes" voters,, and 522 "no" voters.

46
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1. Expect Proposition 21/2 to reduce size of public sector: We

categorize respondents as expecting Proposition 21/2 to reduce the

_size of the public sector if:
they state that service cutbackgi-are the single most

# important change OR
they indicate that their community services will be
cut back (a little or a-lot), OR
in telling us how much they expect each of the 15 specific
services (police, fire, etc.) to be cut back under
Proposition/21/2, they indicate that, on average, they

expect service reductions.

2. Prefer a smaller public sector: We define respondents as preferring

a smaller public sector if they want to cut back (a little or a lot)

either state or local services, providing that they do not want an
offsetting increase in the other type of service.

,ti
3. Strongly prefer a smaller public sector: We define respondents

as strongly preferring a smaller public sector if they want to cut
back (a little or a lot) both locally provided and state-provided

public services.

Once the criteria are established, it is a simple matter to determine

the number of respondents in each category. In the first column, We

report the percentage of total respondents in each of the categories.

For example, the table shows that 10.7 psrcent of:tlietotal respondents

both strongly prefer and expect Proposition 21/2 to lead to a smaller public

sector. The second and third columns report the percentages of "yes"

and "no" voters in each category. We should note,lhat our definitions

are somewhat arbitrary; different criteria, however, yield only slightly

different percentages.

,Table III-1 reinforces our findings. Most people p011ed expect

Proposition 21/2 to require service cutbacks, but only a third of all

resp ndents appear to want a reduced level of public services. To avoid

.
misinterpretation, we emphasize that the criteria we used to determine

whether a respondent expects service cutbacks do not distinguish between

those who expect small-scale cutbacks in a few services, and those who
kto 44
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Table III-1,

SMALLER PUBLIC SECTOR:

PREFERENCES AND EXPECTATIONS
a

ByVote on Proposition 21/2

Expect Proposition 2' to 4duce
size of public sector .

Prefer a smaller public sector

-and expect a smaller
public sector

--but do not expect a
smaller public sector

Strongly prefer a smaller
public scctor

--and expect a gmajler
public sector

- -butdo not expect a
smaller public sector

3

'

'Total

Respondents

Vote on
Proposition 21/2

'Yes No '

90.0% 88.2% 96.4%

'33.7 48.8 20.1

31.1 44.7 19.9

2.3 4:1 - 0.2

11.2 18.7 4.0

10.7 17 40

0.5 0.9 0.0

a
See text for definitions of variables.

*

A
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expect major disruptions. As noted in sectdon I, at least half the

respondenti-do not expect cutbacks in basic services such as police and

fire protection and garbage pickup.

Although the vast majority of Massachusetts residents apparently

do nut want to decrease the size of government, preferences for and

,expectations of a smaller public sector probably account for some of

the favorable vote on Proposition 21/2. At the same time, fears of a

smaller public sector apparently led many voters to oppose the Proposition.

We base these conclusions on differences between the "yes" and "he

voters. The proportions of "yes" voters (44.7%) who both prefer a smaller

public sector and expect Proposition 21/2 to lead to that outcome i1 more

than twice the proportion of "no" voters (19.9%) holding the same views.

Similarly, the prfortion of "yes" voters (17.8%) who strongly prefer

a smaller public sector and expect Proposition 21/2 to reduce the size

AMP

of the public sector is more than four times the proportion of comparable

"no" voters (4.0%).

We are impressed by the relatively small proportion of "yes" voters who

want service cutbacks at both the state and local levels (18.7%). In fact,

less than half the "yes': voters want,service cutbacks at any level of

government. This suggests that the desire for a smaller public sector

was neither the only nor the dominant motivation behind the favorable

,vote on Proposition 21/2.

B. Tax Reform

Alternatively, people may have voted for Proposition 21/2 to achieve

. ,

tax reform. We have defined tax reform in two ways --_as a shift. away

from:100%d property taxes to heavier reliance on state taxes (referred to

4 40 4 I
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as specific tax reform) and as'a shift away from -local property taxes to

heavier reliance on other taxes or fees (referred to as general tax reform).'

Thg_,element common to both is reduction in property taxes.

Table III-2 presents the specific tax reform results. Respondents

are classified as folloWs:

1. Expect Proposition 21/2 to shift burden to state taxes. Respondents

Who expect prOperty taxes to fall and who believe that either
state sales or income taxes will be increased.

2. Prefer shift to state tax,(education). Respondents who want

a greater share of funding public elementary and high school

education to come from state income or sales taxes.

3. ?refer shift to state:taxss (for at least one local service). /

Respondents who want a greater share of funding to come from
state income or sales taxes for at least one of the following

services: public elementary and high school education, special
education ;' ftre, police, support of local public transportation,
.regular garbage pickup, street and sidewalk repair, public parks
and recreation facilities, adult education or after school programs.

'The table show first thates.".voters.are.more.likelw than "Ito" voters

to expect Proposition 21/2 to shift the burden to state taxes (65.5% vs.

58.4%). This finding appears to conflict with our earlier statement in

Section II-D that "no" voters are more likely than "yes" voters to expect

'higher income or sales taxes. But the findings can be reconciled by,noting

that many of the "no" voters do not expect Proposition 21/2 to reduce

property taxes. In other words, many of the "no" voters expect an increase

in state taxes without a shift away from local taxes.

Because education expenditures are such a large portion of local budgets,

we singled out preferencks for financing elementary and secondary education.

Only 33.1 percent of the "yes".voters and 36,.2 percent of the "no" voters

want to shift to more state financing of public schools. Because "yes"

voters are more likely than "no" voters to expect Proposition 21/2 to shift

tax burdels to however, slightly more "yes" voters than "no"

1,

voters (22.6% vs. 18.6%) both want and expect tak reform of this type.

'00
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Table 111-2

SPECIFIC '[AX KEFAR--SHIFT BURDEN TO STATE

PREFERENCES AND EXPECTATIONS(

By Vote on Proposition 212

TIRES:

Total
Respondents

Vote on
Proposition 21/2

Yes No

Expect Proposition 21/2 to shift

burden to state taxes 61.2% 65.5% 58.4%

Prefer shift to state taxes (education) 36.2 33.1 36.2

--and expect shift to state taxes 21.5 22:6 18.6

--but do not expect shift 14.7 10.5 17.6

Prefer shift to state taxes
fot least one local service) 86.4 84.3 88.5

--and expect shift to state taxes 56.3 51.7

--but do not expect shift
to state taxes 32.5 28.0 36.8

a
See text for definitions of variables.
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f These small differences bctween"yes" and "no",voters suggest that preferencts

for and expectations about education finance reform do not add Much to our
L

understanding of why Proposition 21/2 passed.

To what extent did the desire to change the way any of a number of

local public services are financed influence the vote? The percentage of

people favoring tax reform increases dramatically when we broaden the

definition to include people who want to shift tax burdens to the state

for at least one of several local public services. According to this

definition, 86.4 percent of all respondents want tax reform. The patterns

of preferences and expectations for "yes" and "no" voters, however, is

Similar to what found when we looked at preferences for changing

education financing. "No" voters are slightly more likely than "yes"

voters to prefer a shift to state taxes; because of different expectations

about the effects of Proposition 21/2, "yes" voters are only slightly more

likely than "no" voters to both-want and expect tax shifts. Thus, it is

difficult to distinguish the "yes" voters from the "no" voters on the

basis of this specific tax reform issue.

To.further explore the topic of tax reform, we define a set of general

tax reform categories -- preferences and expectations for property tax

reductions offset by additional taxes and fees.

1. Expect Proposition 211 to reform tax structure: Those who
expect property taxes to fall and who believe that one or
more of the following outcomes will occur: state 'income

or sales taxes will be increased; state aid for cities and
towns will be increased, or legislature will be encour
aged to reform Massachusetts taxes. Alternatively, respon
dents could mention tax reform or tax shift as the single
most important impact of Proposition 21/2.

2. Prefer tax reform: Those who want a greater share of
funding to come from state income or sales taxes,
charges or other revenues for at least one local public
service.'

5
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e

Table IfI-3

GENERAL TAX REFORM:
,

PREFERENCES AND EXPECTATIONS
a

Sy Vote on Proposition,211

Vote on
Total

Respondents
Proposition 212

Yes No

Expect Proposition 21/2 to reform

tax struct6gre 79.0 % 89.9 % 65.1 %

Prefer tax reform 95.3 '95.7 95.0

-- and expect tax reform 75.6 86.1, 61.5.

-- but do not expect tax refotm 19.7 9.6 33.5

a See text for definitions of variables.

-4

4
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Most Massachusetts residents want general tax reform (see Table 111-3).

"Yes" and "no" voters have similar preferences for general tax reform

but have different expectations about the effects of Proposition 21/2.

Eighty-six percent of thp "yes" voters prefer and expect greral tax

reform, while on±y. 61:5 percent of the "no" voters hold similar views.

These findings suggest that the interaction of preferences and expectations

about general tax reform differentiates "yes" voters from "no" voters and

conseqltly explains some of the support for Proposition 21/2.

`From a policy perspective, it would be useful to know what voters

mean by tax reform. Respondents generally, and "yes" voters in particular,

want to reduce property taxes. There is no consensus, howeveit, about

alternative revenue sources. Some people want to shift away from property

taxes to state taxes. Others want to increase fees on users of servies.

C." Changes in the Way Government Operates

Finally, people may have voted for Proposition 21/2 in protest against

the inefficiency, corruption, and waste they perceive in Massachusetts ,

government. In section II, we noted the large proportion of Massachusetts

heads of households who believe inefficiency and corruption are common at

both the state and local levels. In this sectionwe combine these perceiz6

tions with voters' expecvtions about whethex Proposition 21/2 will induce ,

change.
e

Tables 111-4 and 111-5 portray major differences between "yes" and /tM

"no" voters in both their perceptions of inefficiency and their expectations

4

about the effects of Proposition 21/2. Table III -4 refers to local government

inefficien %while Table 111-5 refers to inefficiency and corruption at

both the statp,and local level.
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Referring first to Table 11174, we define the variables as follows:

1. Expect Proposition 21/4 toaske local Lovernment more efficient.
Respondents expect Proposition 21/2 to make local government
more efficient if they agree a lot or a little with the
statement "Proposititn 21/4 will make local government more

efficient4

.2 Perceive local inefficiency. We define a perception of local_ 1

inefficiency by'a response of 5 or more percent to the question
of how much the respondent believes spending on local public.

0
se ces can be cut' back without cutting services.

1. Perceive much local inefficiency. This definition is, similar

to that of "perceive local inefficiency," except. the cutoff 11

is increased to a res ponse of 15 percent.

Mbie 111-4 shows first that "yes" voters are much more li ely than

no voters Co, expect P?oposition 21/2 to make local government re efficient.

This merciv reseateg findings from Section I. The table lso shos4s that

"yes" voters are substantially.more likely than "no" vot to.believe

that local government is inefficient'.

ComLining expectations and beliefs widens differences between "yes"

and "no" voters. While 63.3 percent of the "yes" voters perceive some
1111,

_inefficiency and expect chan&, only 22.6 percent of the "no" voters

hold similar views. In contrast only one in nine "yes" voters (11.0%)

compared to almost one in four "no" voters (22.6) perceives some inefficiency

but does not expect'change.\ These findings support the hypothe§iis th\at people's

.perceptions and expetationaahvut the inefficiency of "ocal government

played an important role in the overall vote.

Table 111-5 presents similar results for a more broadly defined concept

a
of inefficiency and corruption. For this table we categorize responden ts

as follows:

1. Expect Proposition 21/4 to reduce inefficiency and corruption:
Respondents who either aitee (a lot or a little) with the
statement that Proposition'21/2 will make local government more

efficient or who mention increased efficiency, responsibility
or less corruption as the single most important impact of the

tax limitation measure.
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Table 111-4

LOCAL PUBLIC SECTOR INEFFICIENCY:

PERCEPTIONS AND EXPECTATIONSa

By Vote on Proposition 21/2

44

4

Total
Respondents

Expect Proposition 21/2 to make local
government more efficient 63.4%

Perceive some local inefficiency 63.7

and expect change 46.0

but do not expect change i/.7

Perceive much local inefficiency P 47.9

-- and expect change

- tut do not expect change

34.8

13.1

Vote on
Proposition 21/2

Yes No

82.7% 37.7%

74.6 46.4

63-.6 22.6

23.8

31.8

4
48.5 19.1

8.9 16.0

a
See text for definitions of variables.
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JD

2. Perceive inefficiency and corruption: Respondents perceive

inefficiency and corruption if the aura of their stated
percentage of possible spending cutbacks for local and
state government without service cutbacks. is greater than

or equal to ten percent and they agrq that corruption is

common in their local government or ftate government.

3. Perceive much inefficiency and corruption: Similar to the

definition of some inefficiency, except that the cutoff for
possible amount of spending cuts is increased to 20 percent.

This table repeats the findings of the previous table on local

government inefficiency: "yes" voters are much more likely than "no"

voters to perceive general inefficiency and corruption and to expect

Proposition 24 to improve the situation. Regardless of the definition

used, over 70 percent of the "yes" voters -- in contrast to about 30

percent of the "no" voters -- hold such vievs:'-We note again that a

substantial portion of "no" voters (39.5 or 33.,9 percent).perceive

inefficiency and corruption but anot expect Proposition 24 to

improve the situation.

tr

4 -
We conclude that Massachusetts voters are very concerned about,

widespread ineffiCiency and corruption. The "no" voters are concer-

ned more about waste, inefficiency, and corruption in state government.

"Yes" voters typically believe such problems occur in both state and
AI%

local government. Because "yes" voters are much more likely than "no"

voters to believe Proposition 24 will lead to more efficient government,

we conclude that expectations about increased government efficiency explain

a large proportion of the vote on Proposition 24.

5
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Table 111-5

INEFFICIENCY AND CORRUPTION:
PERCEPTIONS AND EXPECTATIONS

a

By Vote on Proposition 21/2

Expect PropoSition 21/2 to reduce

inefficiency and corruption

Perceive some inefficiency and
corruption

-- and expect change

- 7 but do not expect change

Perceive much inefficiency and
*

corruption
d

--.and expect change

- - but do not expect change

Total
Respondents

Vote on
Proposition 21/2

Yes No

66.6% 86.7% 40.6%

80.0 86.1 71.1

55.9 75.3 31.6

21.1 10.8 39.5

A

73.8 80.4 63.6

52.5 70.3 29.7

21.3 10.1 33.9

a
Se e text for definitions of Variables.
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D. Summary

Section III is organized /around three main issues size oT thelpublic

sector, financing arrangements, and government operations. In connection

with each, two questions arise: To what extent do Massachusetts residents want

change? And, to what extent do views about the three issues explain how people

voted on Proposition 21/2?

We find that most Massachusetts residents do not want to reduce the size

of the public sector. Respondents would, however, like to make government

more efficient and less corrupt. In addition, they want changes in the c.,ay

public services are financed. While they agree that lower property taxes would

beedesirable, they disagree about the best alternative revenue source.,

To understand why people voted for or against Proposition 21/2, voters' pre-

ferences for change must be combined with their expectations about what Proposi-

tion 21/2 would do. Large differences between "yes" and "no" voters in preferences

and expectations on a given issue imply that the issue influenced the voting

outcome.

While there is considerable interest in tax reform, "yes" voters are only

somewhat more than 4no" voters to both want and expect tax reform.

The small size of the differences suggests that interest in tax reform is not

the major issue differentiating the "yes" and "no" voterg.

The issue of public sector size differentiates "yes" and "no" voters more

clearly. "Yes" voters are more likely than "no" voters to simultaneously

want and expect a smaller public sector. The relatively small percentage of

"m's" voters wanting service reductions, however, suggests that, while important

in differentiating yes and iio voters, this is not the major issue motivating

the "yes" vote.
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The dominant issue appears to be concern about government inefficiency

and corruption. Both "yes" and "no" voters want more efficient and respon-

sible government. We find dramatic differences between "yes" and "no" voters

on this issue, however, because "yes" voters were much more likely than "no"

voters to expect Proposition 21/2 to make government more efficient and respon-

sible. This expectation of increased efficiency helps explain "yes" voters'

beliefs that Proposition 21/2 could provide reductions in taxes and spending

withOut large-scale service reductions.
O

These findings Imply that a major component of the policy response

to Proposition 21/2 ought to focus on making government more productive. As

is now becoming apparent;. however, the views held by many of the "yes" voters

about the potential for efficiency gains may have been unrealistic. These

I

unrealistic expectations complicate enormously the policy choices that public

officials must now make in response to Proposition 21/2.

We end with a word of caution. More powerful statistical techniques

are needed to completely sort out the different factors influencing the

vote on Propos,ition 21/2. For example, many people wanting 'tax reform may

have voted against the Proposition because they feared massive service

reductions. By looking at tax reform, service levels and government opera-

tion separately, as we have done in this paper, we may have missed some of

the interrelations among these three concerns. Preliminary estimation of

more complete voting modeli suggests, however, that subsequent analysis

will refine, but not basically alter, the conclusions of his study.

`k.
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Appendix.A

SAMPLING PLAN

A total' of 1,561 interviews were admini'tered e..; ma and female house-

hold heads selected by a state-wide stratified random cluster sampling ,plan.

The sample was drawn as follows. First, each of the 351 nassachusetts

cities and towns was grouped into one of 15 cells, based on four property-

wealth and four expehditure categories.
1

We consolidated the two c'ells

defined by the highest wealth and the two Yowest expenditure levelE because

of the small proportion of the state's population they represent. we

assigned a quota of interviews to each o these 15 cells in proportion to

the percentage of the state's population residing in that cell.
2

This

assured that interviews would be spread proportionately across communities

characterized by the full range of property wealth and expendi*ur,-

For a variety of analytical and prattical reasons, we clustered our

interviews in randomly selected cities and towns rather than spreading them

randomly across each cell. Before selectino-the clusters, each cell Cs'

divided into two or more substrata defined by population size and the per-

centage of owner-occupied housing. Grouping cities and towns along these

four dimensions (per capita property wealth,! per capita ei4enditure, pop-

ulation size and percent of owner-occupied housing) asured'that our clusters

were selected from groups of relatively homogeneous cities and towns. Inter-

views were assigned to each substratum approximately in proportion to pop-

ulation. All towns and cities with more than 2500 residents were listed

alphabeikcal47;substratum and given one chance to be selected for each

5000 residents.
3 Using a random number table, we selected clusters of 5,000

residents. This procedUre allowed. larger cities to be randomly selected

as cluster points more than one time. In general, 25 interviews were alloy
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cared to each cluster 'mint. rn some cakes, we allocated fewer than 25

in order to obtain a reasonable distribution of interviews across substrata

within any given wealth/expenditure stratum.

1

In.each randomly selected city or town, telephone numbers were selected

in a two stage process. First, the initial four digits of exchanges currently

in use were selected in proportion to their number in the total population

of telephone numbers. This screening process minimized the amount of time

spent dialing numbers that were not in use. In the second stage a random

number process assigned the last three digits to the four-digit stem. As
44

a result, all telephone numbers in use in the jurisdiction, not merely pub-
,

licly listed numbers, had an equally likely chance of being selected for our

sample.

The numbers selected in this manner, called starting points, were given

to professional interviewers., If no interview was obtained at the starting

point number, the interviewer added 10 to the original telephone number and

made another attempt. This process of adding 10 to the telephone number was

repeated up to four times until five attempts had been made to obtain an

interview based on the starting point number: If no interview was completed

after the use of five variations of the original number, another starting

point number was drawn.

In the final stage of the sampling process, we selected individual

respondents in each household. Interviews were restricted to male and fe-

male household heads. We excluded other voting-age household members because

the purpose of the study is to focus on the behavior, preferences' and orien-

-.tation of household members most concerned with property tax paytents. 'We

divided interview evenly amoung men and women. Male or female respondents

were randomly selected after initial contact with the household had been

made.
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Table Al shows the fifteen strata, the 58 cities and towns in which

interviews were c6ndutted, and the number of interviews we planned to con-

duct in each of these towns. In a few cases, the actual number of inter-

views conducted differs slightly from the quotas listed on the-table.

In one case, the difference is substantial; only 25 of the 55 interviews

planned for Salem were conducted. In the analysis, each Salem respondent

was given a weight of two. As a result, the percentages presented in this

report are based on 1,586 rather than 1,561 respondents.

1

The categories were developed by the Massachusetts Taxpayers' Foundation
for -simulation of the effects of aiternative'tax limitation measures.
The percapita wealth and expenditures are based on 1976 population figuies.

2
We would have preferred to allocate interviews among strata in proportion to
the number of resident households rather than in proportion to population,
but 1980 Census data on households were not available.

'Because the census does not gather data on the social and economic charac-
teristics of small towns, additional information to supplement that gathered
in the personal interview is not available. These small towns comprise

only 1.7 percent of the states population.

fr

1
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Table A-I

STRATIFIED RANDOM CLUSTER SAMPLE--
QUOTA OF INTERVIEWS IN LACH.RANDOKLY SELECTED TOWN /CITY-

8v Per Capita Expenditure and Per Capita Wealth Categories

Per Capita Exwend':ure

Per Capita Wealth
I(less than 510,771) II($10,771-S13,906) 111$13,906-S18,160) IV(more than $16,160)

f of
CITY/Town 'nterviews

.0 of
CITY/Town Interviews

f of

CITY/Town Interviews
f of

CITY/Town Interviews

I (less than $625)

II (S62575717)

III ($717-S838)

IV (more char $838)

Clinton
Dudley

Halifax
LEOMINSTER

Bellingham
FALL RIVER

Greenfield
HOLYOKE

Lawrence
MALDEN
MEDFORD
NEW BEDFORD
NORTHAMPTON
.0xford

BROCKTON
MELROSE
REVERE
SPRINGFIELD"

BOSTON

CAMBRIDGE
CHELSEA
HAvERILL
LYNN

WORCESTER,.

25

."4.5

:3

25

20

2,5

2b

25

25

50
25

25

:0
20

25

25

25

50

150
2$
15

20
21
42

Swansea

PemOroke
Westfield .

W.Springfield

\

Arlington
ATTLEBORO ''

BEVERLY

Randolph
Tewksbury
Wakefield

PEABODY
QUINCY
SALEM

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25,

25

25

25

25

25

55
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Groton

Dartmouth
Westport

.

.

Dedham

E.Longmaadow
Waltham

Braintree
Brookline
NEWTON

Sharon

Walpole

20

25

25

25

25

25

25

15

30

25

25

I

l-

Yarmouth

Lincoln

Lynnfield

Andover
EVERETT

Needham
Orleans
rovincato wnP

Somerset

25

20
10

25

10
25

25

20
25

a. In a few cases, the actual number of interyiews differs slightly from the quotas listed in the table.
In one ease, however, the difference is substantial. Only 25 of ths,55 interviews planned
for Salem were conducted.
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Appendix B

QUESTIONNAIRE AND INTERVIEWING

The questionnaire on which this report is based includes questions i

each of the followillt;

I. PROPOSITION 21/2

A. How did respondents vote on Proposition 21/2? If Proposition 2 had

been a constitutional amendment, would they have voted differently
How would non-voters have voted? How did respondents vote on Ques on 3?

B. Anticipated effects of. Proposition 212? What did respondents think
the overall effect of Proposition 21/2 would be on'taxes, governmen 1

efficiency and state aid? How would it affect certain specific AiX

services such as police and education? How would it affect the
taxes paid and services used by the respondent's household?

as:

C. Knowledge of Proposition 211? What did respondents know about the

provisions of Proposition 211?

II. PUBLIC SERVICES
A. Perception of the overall level of public services. How do respondents

think their public services compare-with those provided in other
towns, in other neighborhoods in the same jurisdiction, and in
their jurisdiction two years ago?

B. Desired public service levels. Compared to the level of state and
local public.services currently provided, what level would respondents
prefer--both for services in general and for a number'of s ecific services?.

\
III. FINANCE ISSUES

A. Perceptions of costs. How aware is r'Sp.1clent of direCE--"awd indirect

property tax burdens?

B. Awareness of current financing arrangements. What proportion of the

costs of a Variety of services does respondent think are financed
by property taxes?

C. Desired financing arrangements. Do respondents desire changes in the

method of financing various public services? For each specific service,
would they prefer increases in the proportion financed by user charges
or state income or sales taxes?

D. Desired tax and spending levels. What percentage changes do respondents
^ desire in total taxing and spending levels for overall state, municipal

and school services?
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TV. EFFICIENCY IN PUBLIC SERVICE DELIVERY
A. Perception of inefficiency. To what extent does respondent perceive

state and local government to be inefficient and corrupt?

B. Amount of inefficiency. How much does respondent think services in
general and certain specific services could be cut back without
significantly affecting the quality and quantity of the services
provided?

4

V. BENEFICIARIES OF PUBLIC SERVICES
A. Service usage. Which pltrlic services does respondent's household use?

B. Perception of other beneficiaries. To whit extent does respondent
think that members of certain groups currently receive their fair
share of public services for the taxes they pay? Do certain groups
benefit more now than they did in the past?

VI. ATTITUDES TOWARD GOVERNMENT AND TAXES
A. Attitudes toward taxes and finance arrangements. What is respondent's

attitude toward various forms of taxes and service finance arrangements?

B. Perception of appropriate government role. What does respondent think
the appropriate role of government is in a free enterprise economy?
How much should citizens expect from their government?

VII. RESPOND4IT CHARACTERISTICS ,

A. Demographic characteristiCs. What is respondent's educational level,
occupation, family composition, income, race and religion?

B. Perception of financial well-being. Are respondents better off now
than they were in the past? Do they expect to be better off in the

'future?

C.' Housing characteristics. What kind of housing doe's respondent live

in? What are the market and assessed values of owner-occupied housing
and how much rent is paid for rental housing?

The interviewing was cOnducteV for us by Lieberman Research Suburban, Inc.

A pretest the weekend before the ej ection indicated that respondents understood

.and could answer all questions but that the survey took an average of 51 minute's.

to complete. As a result, we eliminated or rewrote a number of questions.

Lieberman Research, Inc., began the final interviewing on Thursday, Nov-

ember 6. After approximately 500 interviews were completed, we discovered that

the questionnaire was still too long, taking approximately 45 minutes to complete.

Hence,, we eliminated additional questions while the interviewing was in progress.

The final shortened questionnaire took approximately 30 minutes to complete.

All interviews were administered within approximately two weeks of the electior.
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Appendix C

DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AND SUBSAMPLE

Most findings presented in this report are based on data from the total

number of respondents interviewed. Some findings, however, are based on data

from a subsample of respondents. The first 501 respondents interviewed make

lip the subsample. As explained in Appendix B, after these 501 respondents

were interviewed, we discovered that our interview was taking too long to

adminisAr. We eliminated several questions to save time. Congequently some

information obtained from this subsample of 501 respondents was not obtained from

those interviewed later.

Vote On Proposition 21/2

I010041 Respondents

171,586)

- .ubsample

(501)

Yes 45.5% 45.3% .

No . 32.t 33.2

Didn't vote 21.6 21.5

Sex

Male 49.7 44.2

Female 50.3 55.8

Age
16-24 years 9.8 8.8

25-44 years 49.8 51.2

45-64 years 29.7 29.6

65 and over 9.7 8.2

No answer 1.0 2.1

Average age 41.8 years 41.8 years

Education
Less than high school degree 11.2 11.9

High school degree (including
trade school)* 33.0 33.6

Some college 20.6 21.1

College graduate or more 31.7 29.5

No answer 3.5 3.8

Occupation
2

Manager, professional, technical 50.9 51.8

Clerical and sale's 21.8 22.8

Blue collar 15.6 14.1

Service - 10.4 10.3

Farming 0
t
6 0.4

No answer 0.7 0.7

4

0

1A quota of half males and half females was purposely set for this study.

2
Includes last occupation of respondents who are retired or not working.

6
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, Appendix C (Continued)

DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE

Total Respondents
(1,586)

Subsample
(501)

Government Worker
Public schools 6.1% 6.7%
Town/city government 7.6 7.3
State/county government 3.6 4.1
Federal government 4.1 2.9
Not a government worker 78.6 79.0.

Income

$I0,000 or less 11.2 9.4
$10,001 to $20,000 23.3 24.0
$20,001 to $30,000 19.3 21.7
$30,001 or more 15.0 15.0
Refused 31.2 29.9

Average income $24,115 $24,550

Marital Status

16.7
Married 66.6
Widowed, divorced or separated 15.4
Other 1.3

Number in Household

Race
White

Black
Hispanic
Other

13.4

68.2 '

16.5

1.9

3.1 3.3

94.0

2.6

2.3

I.1

94.1

2.3
1.7

J.9

Religion
Catholic 49.2 '47.0
Protestant 28.6 31 7
Jewish 5.8 . 5.6
Other 6.9 7.5
No ,preference 9.5 8.2'

Tenure

Own 62,7 66.2
Rent 4 34.8 30.9
Other 1.7 1.9
Refused 0.8 1.0

Current Market Value (Owners Only) $64,518 $63,575

Assessed Value (Owners Only) $38,616 $39,869

Last Year's Property Taxes (Owners Only)$ 2,158 $ 1,836

Monthly. Rent (Renters Only) $ 324 $ 324
t



Appendix C (Continuedt

OEMONGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE

Number of Years Lived in Massachusetts

Number of Years Lived in City/Town'

!Municipality Type

Boston.
Cities other than Boston

Towns

Services Househ d Uses Regularly.

Adult education
Special education
State and community' colleges

and universities
LoCal public transportation
Local public parks aA10

recreation facilities
Mental health programs
Welfare or other public
assistance programs .
Services for the elderly
After school programs
Public school

A

4P

Total Respondents SUbsample

(1,586) 4 (501)

33.4 34.5

19.7 19.8

9.7% 1.7%

40.2 38.4

50.1 59.9

20.7 21.9

8.3 9.8

21.8 2k.7

4.1.0 34.9

59.9

/ 5.0 4.4

7.9 7.3

4.7 4.8

18.9 22.3

32.7 35.7
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